
TWO NEW 
DECKING RANGES 
RECENTLY ADDED

The ultimate choice 
in luxury decking

Explore the collection 
storm-deckorators.co.uk



Create show-stopping 
outdoor spaces with the 
Deckorators® composite 
decking collection.
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3 durable decking 
ranges. 7 stunning 
colours. 25 years of 
jaw-dropping looks

The STORM collection of Deckorators® decking is 
distinctive, durable and luxurious. The combination 
of revolutionary material technology and refined 
appearance guarantee a long-lasting finish for exterior 
spaces that excites and inspires. 

Deckorators® decking offers unmatched quality, 
versatility and performance, and it’s stocked exclusively 
in the United Kingdom by STORM Building Products. 

All Deckorators® products are backed by an industry-
leading structural warranty: 25 years for residential 
applications and 10 years for commercial applications.

Contact our team on 01278 455326 or email 
sales@stormbuildingproducts.com to receive more 
information, request a sample or place an order.
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Three exclusive 
decking ranges to 
suit every space

Voyage MBC decking board is 
designed with textured embossing 
for best-in-class traction
Voyage is developed from a revolutionary 
mineral-based composite with a unique 
formula that provides unmatched strength 
and a 35% lighter construction.
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Help transform outdoor living 
areas into tropical destinations 
with Vista co-ex WPC decking
Vista decking has the appearance of exotic 
hardwood without the maintenance or price point. 
This striking composite decking has a vertical 
grain design and can be installed with ease.
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Every great journey starts with 
a step on the right Trailhead 
co-ex WPC decking
Trailhead decking contains quality in every fibre. 
The scratch-resistant surface, natural grain design 
and grooved profile keep the decking looking 
spectacular and make it a market standout.
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Take your decking range the 
next level with our decking lights 
and fixings
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Offer the full outdoor living package to your clients 
and customers. Choose from discreet, secure fixings 
that ensure seamless installation or make every finished 
project the best one yet with stunning deck lights.
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Voyage decking

Mineral-Based Composite Decking

The mineral-based composition of Voyage 
decking is 35% lighter than other leading decking 
brands and has 34% greater surface traction. 
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Beautiful mineral 
composite decking 
like no other
Voyage decking is part of Deckorators® patented 
mineral-based composite technology line and provides 
the industry’s best strength-to-weight ratio. Voyage 
features a fibre-like structure similar to wood that has 
unmatched strength while being nearly 35% lighter than 
traditional composites. Voyage varied-plank decking is 
now available in two different widths to create that custom 
wood floor look.

There is virtually no thermal expansion or contraction with 
Voyage decking, and it is ideal for use near water as it 
features textured embossing for enhanced traction. 
Voyage is warranted for installation in the ground or water. 

Voyage MBC Decking

Sierra Khaya

Exceptional stain 
and fade-resistant 

cap material.

Revolutionary 
Eovations™ mineral-
based technology.

Dimensions available:
140 x 21 x 3660 mm
235 x 21 x 3660 mm

Grooved-edge 
or solid profile.
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Voyage decking will not rot, 
splinter or decay like wood.
It has been tested under 
accelerated weather conditions 
and is weather resistant.
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Sierra
Create contemporary decks at the peak 
of outdoor design with the neutral hues 
and practicality of Sierra.
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Khaya
Bring rich and warm undertones into 
exterior spaces and spread the branches 
of outdoor architecture with Khaya. 
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Vista decking

Co-Ex Wood-Plastic Composite Decking

The variegated colours and texture of 
the Vista co-ex decking range help give 
decked areas a tropical getaway feel.

NEW 
RANGE
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Get the appearance 
of exotic hardwood 
without the fuss
Vista is a wood-plastic composite decking with the 
appearance of exotic hardwood. However, despite its 
rich, bold hardwood appearance it doesn’t come with 
the high maintenance or steep cost. Vista is an attractive 
deck board with a vertical grain design. It can be styled 
and laid quickly and easily to create breathtaking 
exterior areas in residential or commercial spaces.

Vista co-ex WPC decking has a scratch-resistant surface 
on three sides, including the grooved profile that keeps 
the decking looking spectacular.

Vista Co-Ex WPC Decking

Driftwood SilverwoodIronwood

Exceptional 
scratch-resistant 

cap material.

Deck board dimensions: 
140 x 21 x 3660 mm

Co-extruded wood 
plastic composite 

deck boards.

Grooved-edge 
or solid profile.

NEW 
RANGE
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Mix and match colours to 
create show-stopping outdoor 
areas with the Vista co-ex 
WPC decking range.
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Driftwood
Mimic the appearance and character of 
exquisite tropical hardwood with the 
beautiful Driftwood colour option.
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Silverwood
Take users on a much-needed getaway in 
their exterior spaces with the clean and 
vibrant appearance of Silverwood.
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Ironwood
Choose products that transform exterior 
spaces and gardens into a comforting 
refuge with the dark tones of Ironwood.
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Trailhead decking

Co-Ex Wood-Plastic Composite Decking

Take a step into the great outdoors with the 
robust and stylish Trailhead decking. This decking 
offers high performance and character to supply 
an impressive decking solution. 

NEW 
RANGE
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The perfect combination 
of performance and value 
with no compromise
Trailhead co-ex WPC decking is a robust decking 
solution that draws inspiration from the great trails of 
a land of opportunity. This decking system is steeped 
in natural charm and harnesses all the power and 
integrity of the great outdoors. The natural grain 
design, scratch-resistant cap on three sides and 
grooved profile keep Trailhead decking looking 
spectacular today, tomorrow and in the future. 

Trailhead is the perfect combination of value  
and performance but does not compromise on 
structural integrity.

Trailhead Co-Ex WPC Decking

Ridgeline Pathway

Exceptional 
scratch-resistant 

cap material.

Deck board dimensions: 
140 x 21 x 3660 mm

Grooved-edge 
profile.

Co-extruded wood 
plastic composite 

deck boards.

NEW 
RANGE
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Trailhead co-ex 
WPC decking does 
not require specialist 
tools for installation.
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Ridgeline
Take exterior design to new heights and 
experience the light grey hues of Ridgeline 
in any environment where comfort is key. 
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Pathway
Welcome much-needed direction and 
design flair into exterior spaces with the 
rich and earthy Pathway colour option. 
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It’s easier than ever to 
supply the full package 
for outdoor projects with 
our decking fixtures

Fixings and Accessories

Stowaway Hidden Fasteners 
Discreetly secure deck boards to joists using the 
grooved edges of decking and our Stowaway hidden 
fasteners. The Stowaway screw comes preloaded to 
make decking installation faster; this saves time and 
money. All deck boards are automatically spaced at 
consistent intervals to remove the need for pre-drilling 
and countersinking void.

Pro Fastening Systems
Pro fastening systems provide a seamless 
installation of composite deck or fascia boards while 
camouflaging deck screw heads. Choose from a full 
assortment of colour-matched deck screws to perfectly 
complement your deck or fascia boards.

Contact our team on 01278 455326 or email 
sales@stormbuildingproducts.com for more 
information about our fixings and accessories.
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Brighten up your 
stock with deck lights 
and accessories

Deck Light Starter Kit Deck Lighting Accessories
Includes 4 x 1 W deck lights, 1 x 72 W 
transformer, 3 x 1 m extension cables, 1 x 10 m 
extension cable and 3 x T-pieces.

Black Bollard Light Deck Lights (Set of 4)
The perfect solution for illuminating pathways, 
plants and shrubs. Bollard is 350 mm tall with a 
diameter of 75 mm.

Ideal for lighting deck areas, patios and steps for 
style and safety. Can be mounted vertically and 
horizontally. Deck lights are 32 mm in diameter.

Available: T-piece adaptor, 2 m extension cable, 
10 m extension cable, automatic light sensor 
and 72 W outdoor transformer.

Outdoor lighting is a popular accessory and can 
add the finishing touch to beautiful Deckorators® 
decking. STORM supplies LED lighting 
technology as it saves energy, provides high 
output, emits less heat and is safe to touch.
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An industry-
leading warranty

25-Year Structural 
Limited Warranty

Warrantor will, at its option, either replace or 
refund the appropriate prorated portion of the 
purchase price as set forth in the “Prorated Refund 
Schedule” below for any Deckorators® decking 
product used in a residential decking application 
that splinters, corrodes or becomes structurally 
unfit due to rot, warp, cupping, checks or damage 
caused by termites or fungal decay within 25 years 
from the date of purchase for residential application 
and 10 years for commercial application.

All Deckorators® products are backed by 
an industry-leading warranty. Our 25-year* 
structural guarantee is the best warranty 
available for our durable Deckorators® decking.

25-Year Stain Resistance 
Limited Warranty 

Warrantor will, at its option, either replace or 
refund the appropriate prorated portion of the 
purchase price as set forth in the “Prorated Refund 
Schedule” below for any Deckorators® decking 
used in a residential decking or railing application 
that exhibits permanent staining in the first 25 years 
from the date of purchase when exposed to food 
and beverage spills, including wine, tea, coffee, fruit 
punch, sodas, ketchup, salad oils, barbecue sauces, 
mustard and other food or beverage related items 
that would typically be present on a residential 
deck or porch. For any Deckorators® decking used 
in a commercial decking or railing application, 
the warranty above applies in the first 10 years 
from the date of purchase. This warranty will only 
apply if an attempt is made by the consumer to 
remove any such spill from the decking material 
with water and mild household cleaners within 48 
hours of exposure to the surface and such attempt 
is unsuccessful. Staining as a result of spilt abrasive 
compounds of acidic or basic pH, strong solvents, 
oil-based paints or stains, metallic rust and other 
abnormal items not commonly used on a residential 
deck are not covered under this warranty.
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25-Year Fade Resistance 
Limited Warranty 

Warrantor will, at its option, either replace or 
refund the appropriate prorated portion of the 
purchase price as set forth in the “Prorated 
Refund Schedule” below for any barbecue 
product used in a residential decking that exhibits 
“excessive colour fade” within the first 25 years 
and the first 10 years for commercial decking from 
the date of purchase. Excessive colour fade is 
defined as a change in colour greater than five (5) 
Delta E (CIE) when calculated according to ASTM 
D2244 for all non-variegated colour surfaces. 
Excessive colour fade for variegated colour 
surfaces is defined as an unreasonable amount of 
colour change in excess of “normal weathering.”

*25-year warranty for residential application and 10-year warranty for commercial application.
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Stunning style backed 
up by a comprehensive 
warranty. Guaranteed.

Call STORM today on 01278 455326 to order or find your nearest distributor

S T O R M  A R E  T H E  U K ’ S  E X C L U S I V E  D I S T R I B U T O R  O F 
D E C K O R A T O R S ®  D E C K I N G


